
Heirloom Pie (A Manna Shoulda-Been)


Some recipes have larger doses of love in them than others, and this one, for me, has it pouring in and 
oozing over the sides.  Growing up, my Mom made a cocoa custard which starred in several important 
household desserts.  This pie was a mainstay - a simple custard pie topped with whipped cream, but 
for myself and my sister Linda, the annual highlight was a birthday cake made of layers of the custard, 
sponge cake, and whipped cream - birthday cake trifle of sorts.  Finally, when there was leftover 
custard, Mom put tin a little Pyrex bowl and topped it with a handful of graham cracker crumbs, just 
for me!


The pie, especially, found a place of equal stature in my own home, and was really the only requested 
dessert for birthdays.  Sometime we would sit around it at a table with forks (no plates).  Sometimes it 
didn’t make it to a second day, and ultimately I was required to make it in a larger pie pan.  We called it 
Heirloom Pie because it felt like just that - a family heirloom to be passed down through the 
generations, like a prized watch, or a primitive man statue, whose significance is meant for family 
members only.


Crust 

2 cups finely ground graham cracker crumbs

1/4 cup sugar

3 1/2 oz melted butter


Mix crust ingredients together well, and press into a large, deep pie pan.  Neaten the top rim by  
running your thumb around the edge, and press the miscellaneous crumbs into the rest of the crust.  
Depending on your actual pan, you may have a little extra crumbage.


Preheat an oven to 350, and bake the crust for 6 minutes.  Let cool.


Filling 

2/3 cup cocoa

1/2 cup cornstarch

1 cup sugar

A pinch of salt

4 cups milk, heated til scalding (but not boiling)

2 tsp vanilla


Mix the dry ingredients together in a medium pot with a whisk, then add the scalded milk and mix til 
well-blended.    Place pot over a lowish heat, and stir more or less constantly.  When the pudding 
begins to thicken, it will start to stick to the bottom of the pot, so at this point stir regularly and with 
vigor, to keep the pudding from clumping.  Lower the heat if necessary.  The pudding is done when it 
has clearly thickened, and, if you stop stirring, it will bubble ever so gently.  Remove from heat and stir 
in vanilla.


Immediately pour pudding into prepared crust, and cover the top with plastic wrap, pressing the wrap 
directly onto the pudding.  Refrigerate til fully chilled and set, at least 8 hours but preferably overnight.


To Finish 

Whip 1 1/2 cups whipping cream with 2 Tbsp sugar and 1 tsp vanilla, til it holds a peak but is not over 
whipped (if it is too stiff it is beginning to become butter).  Cover the pie with whipped cream and 
spread it with a spatula to cover the pie, or pipe it decoratively with a piping bag, if you so desire.  
Finish with chocolate shavings or a light dusting of cocoa


